VILLAGE OF PEOTONE
PUBLIC HEARING
208 E. MAIN STREET
AUGUST 12, 2019
5:30 P.M.

PURPOSE OF HEARING IS TO CONSIDER THE PROPOSED TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT 2
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA, PLAN AND PROJECTS

AGENDA

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PUBLICATION OF PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
4. THE PURPOSE OF HEARING IS TO CONSIDER THE PROPOSED TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT 2
   REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA, PLAN AND PROJECTS
5. QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS BY THE PUBLIC
6. ADJOURNMENT

ANY DISABLED PERSON REQUIRING A SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION SHOULD NOTIFY THE
VILLAGE HALL PRIOR TO THE MEETING DATE FOR NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS. 708-258-3279
MEETINGS ARE AUDIO TAPE FOR MINUTE PREPARATION ONLY